**NetAXS™ Hybrid Access Control**
Combining Connectivity, Performance and Flexibility

Honeywell’s NetAXS™ hybrid access control panel is the first of its kind to give users the flexibility to program and manage their system through an integrated Web browser or with PC-based access control software. It features built-in Ethernet functionality for a faster processing and communications link, and is now available in three configurations: Retrofit Board, Small Enclosure, Large Enclosure.

- Client-server architecture allows multiple users to log in simultaneously
- The embedded Web server lets users access and manage their information securely from any Web browser
- Integrated enclosure lowers installation cost


**NetAXS™ Retrofit Board**
A Fast and Easy Way to Upgrade Your Access Control System

Honeywell is pleased to introduce the newest member of the NetAXS™ family. The NetAXS Retrofit Board is a one-of-a-kind access control solution that allows for simple upgrade from N-1000-III and N-1000-IV control panels. Upgrade most N-1000* panels in less than 30 minutes without having to rewire or move conduit!

- Compatible with existing N-1000* panels for quick installation
- Offers the latest access control technology
  - On-board Ethernet
  - Embedded Web server
  - Fast 32-bit processing
- Ideal for maintenance replacement and out of warranty panels

*Contact factory when using with C-100-A1 20mA communications, ABA format, 10 wire matrix keypad and AEP-3 or AEP-5 control boards.

**WIN-PAK® SE with VISTA Integration**
Integrate Access Control, Intrusion and Digital Video

We’ve combined industry-leading solutions for seamless integration of access control, video, and intrusion.

- One software interface now controls and manages all three systems
- Arm/disarm the system and reset alarms—one simple card swipe does it all
- Start with access, add intrusion and/or video as needed
- Increase sales by providing a complete turnkey system

**NStar**
The Easy Way to Navigate Through Access Control

Installation is easy as 1-2-3. NStar lets you start small and upgrade your system as your security requirements evolve.

- Step 1 – Install hardware using the Fast Mounting and Wiring System
- Step 2 – Install software with Quick Start Wizards and then breeze through configuring panels and readers
- Step 3 – Add users and experience NStar’s easy-to-use platform, features, and functionality

For more information on these or other access systems products.
**NS1**  
Advanced Single Door Access Control Solution

Complete single door controller and proximity reader in one small unit that grows as customer needs change.

- Start with a single door and expand up to eight doors in the future
- Multiple programming options including programming cards, wireless keypad or PC software
- Starter and expansion packages make the NS1 easy to order
- Includes three bezel colors to fit almost any décor—ivory, black or charcoal gray

---

**OmniProx™ Proximity Readers**  
HID-compatible 125 kHz Proximity Readers

Multiple sizes to fit a variety of business needs, plus an optical built-in tamper with each unit — a unique value-added offering compared to competitive products of the same price.

- Economical access control solution for retrofits, expansions and new installations
- Increased security functions like optical tamper and security screw prevent unauthorized users from removing the reader from the wall or attempting to compromise the system
- OP90 vandal resistant readers come standard in zinc die-cast metal housing

---

**LobbyWorks™ Floor Standing Kiosk**  
Tailor the Visitor Registration Process to Meet Your Needs

Honeywell’s LobbyWorks™ Kiosk is a visitor self-registration floorstand station that is optimized for high traffic or unsupervised registration areas of your lobby. Using advanced technology, LobbyWorks Kiosk can coach visitors through a quick and simple registration process.

- New attractive, timeless and ultra thin designer kiosk
- Clear and luminous 17" TFT-display (1280 x 1024 dpi) with touch screen
- Special lightweight aluminum construction
- Robust anodized surface

---

**OmniAssure™ Readers**  
Government Compliant Contactless Smart Card Readers

Let our line of OmniAssure multi-technology readers take your security to a higher level.

- Compatible with HSPD-12/FIPS 201 PIV II, TWIC and FRAC cards
- Patented design that allows updates to both configuration and firmware using configuration cards
- Makes transition from 125 kHz proximity to smart card technologies simple
- Suitable for both government and commercial by using OmniAssure and ISO14443 technologies
Honeywell’s new IP network cameras capture high quality images at a rate of 30 frames per second for high-resolution video recording—even in low light. The MPEG-4 compression offers improved image sharpness and faster video transmission—using smaller network bandwidth. And the camera sabotage detection lets you know instantly if a camera has been blinded or vandalized.

- TCP/IP and analog video out
- Power over Ethernet (PoE) on mini-dome and box camera versions
- MPEG-4/ASP (dual streams) up to 4CIF/30 FPS
- Supported in Honeywell DVM and video management system
- Web browser and externally accessible Web-based menu

The HD3 Series features a fully integrated indoor enclosure with camera and lens. HD3 installs quickly and easily with only a two wire connection – video and power. Enhanced picture quality, true color reproduction, and excellent low light performance provide a superior camera in a wide range of surveillance applications.

- 3-D gimbal for flexible configuration
- Single model for surface mount and recessed ceiling applications
- Clear dome with liner for discretion with no light loss
- Available in white or black housing
- Super high resolution: 540 TVL or standard resolution: 350 TVL

For more information on these or other video systems products
Honeywell’s experience and reliability, combined with our integrated video systems, allows our customers to meet existing and emerging security challenges. Now we’re rounding out our camera portfolio to include a full lineup of indoor, outdoor and low light cameras. Cameras that offer sharper image quality so you see every detail when it counts. Our cameras are competitively priced – giving you value from a partner you can trust.

- IR bullet cameras
- IR indoor mini-domes
- IR indoor/outdoor mini-domes
- Indoor mini-domes
- Indoor/outdoor mini-domes

Our new megapixel cameras provide network surveillance for high resolution object recognition beyond the capability of standard analog cameras. They offer world-class video and leading-edge IP networking technologies to provide streaming MJPEG image with frame rates up to 30 frames per second.

- Multi-zone motion detection
- User selectable exposure window
- Web server for remote setup
- Password protection prevents unauthorized users

Visit www.honeywellvideo.com or call 1-800-796-CCTV (2288).
**HD4DIR & HCD92534 True Day/Night Cameras**

Light Up the Night with Integrated IR Cameras Series

Honeywell’s newest outdoor IR bullet and vandal dome cameras use the latest in noise reduction technology to capture clear images, even in absolute darkness. Enclosed in a vandal resistant housing, three high resolution cameras incorporate a lens and near infrared illuminators – giving you outstanding images, day or night.

- Super high resolution: 540 TVL
- Minimum illumination: 0.0 lux, operates in complete darkness
- 18 IR LEDs available in HD4DIR models
- 49 IR LEDs available in HCD92534 models
- Digital Noise Reduction technology for noise free images and increased storage

**ACUIX™ PTZ Dome**

Speed Dome Offers Round-the-Clock Surveillance

Honeywell’s ACUIX™ pan/tilt/zoom camera system dramatically improves installation and setup time. With superior image quality and faster response to events, ACUIX offers four camera options: 18X Color, 18X and 26X WDR and TDN, or 35X WDR, TDN and Electronic Image Stabilization.

- Remote updates via camera firmware and Honeywell’s exclusive IntelliBus™ technology
- Integrates with Honeywell DVRs, Digital Video Manager (DVM) and intrusion detection
- Available in indoor pendant, outdoor pendant, in-ceiling, fixed and rugged

**HRSD and HRXD Systems Series**

A Complete Family of DVRs

From basic to advanced security, the economical HRSD 4, 8, and 16-channel series supports a capture rate of up to 120 images per second (ips), and the high-performing HRXD 9 and 16-channel series up to 240 ips. Both series combine the benefits of digital recording with advanced multiplexer processing.

- XtraStor compression technology improves image quality
- Front panel control and easy-to-use USB mouse operation
- Text input for interface to ATMs and point-of-sale systems
- Remote Administration System Plus Software (RASplus)

**Rapid Eye™ Multi Media DSP v8**

8 Channels of Video Analytics Now Available!

Rapid Eye™ Multi-Media Series expands beyond traditional time lapse video – making it a truly event-driven digital recording and transmission system. Featuring real-time recording and live local viewing, Rapid Eye DSP v8 provides users with both live and post event evaluation.

- DVD writer exports up to 7x more video clips than traditional CD
- Graphical timeline shows availability and type of video recorded
- Wizard-based RapidConfig™ functionality
- 8 channels of embedded intelligent video analytics

For more information on these or other video systems products...
Honeywell’s HTC30 Series is tamper resistant and compact in design, which allows for easy mobility/placement in and around the vehicle. For companies seeking to explore digital video solutions or migrate from analog to digital, the HTC30 Series offers the best of both worlds.

An excellent introductory video surveillance product, the simple installation and easy-to-use interface of the HTR1 Series makes it fully operational within minutes. The 2 channel, industrial grade VCR enables dual camera operation.

- Integrated microphone with optimized audio bandwidth
- High resolution day/night IR illuminators
- 3-D gimbal for maximum lens rotation

Honeywell’s HTR4 Series 4 channel recorder offers superior picture quality and clear audio. An industrial grade digital recorder, the HTR4 features a tamper- and impact-resistant enclosure that’s protected by Honeywell’s exclusive patented shock and vibration reduction (SaVR™) technology.

- Wireless LAN/WAN access
- Alarm mode starts recording rule-based events
- Store audio/video clip to a PC-based hard drive or peripheral storage device

HTR4 Series Mobile Digital Video Recorder
Industrial Grade with Storage Up to 750 GB!

HTR1 Series Mobile Digital VCR
More Features, More Value

HTC30 Mobile Angle Dome Camera
Day/Night Camera with IR Illumination

HTR4 Series Mobile Digital Video Recorder
Industrial Grade with Storage Up to 750 GB!

HTR1 Series Mobile Digital VCR
More Features, More Value

HTC30 Mobile Angle Dome Camera
Day/Night Camera with IR Illumination

Honeywell’s HTR4 Series 4 channel recorder offers superior picture quality and clear audio. An industrial grade digital recorder, the HTR4 features a tamper- and impact-resistant enclosure that’s protected by Honeywell’s exclusive patented shock and vibration reduction (SaVR™) technology.

- Wireless LAN/WAN access
- Alarm mode starts recording rule-based events
- Store audio/video clip to a PC-based hard drive or peripheral storage device

An excellent introductory video surveillance product, the simple installation and easy-to-use interface of the HTR1 Series makes it fully operational within minutes. The 2 channel, industrial grade VCR enables dual camera operation.

- 5 status inputs (e.g., brakes, stop lights, turn signals and stop arm)
- Front mounted video and audio output jacks
- Flexible mounting, vertical or horizontal

Honeywell’s HTC30 Series is tamper resistant and compact in design, which allows for easy mobility/placement in and around the vehicle. For companies seeking to explore digital video solutions or migrate from analog to digital, the HTC30 Series offers the best of both worlds.

- Integrated microphone with optimized audio bandwidth
- High resolution day/night IR illuminators
- 3-D gimbal for maximum lens rotation

Visit [www.honeywellvideo.com](http://www.honeywellvideo.com) or call 1-800-796-CCTV (2288).